
Name: Ray Summers 

Position within 4Leaf Lacrosse New England:Founder 4Leaf Lacrosse New England, 

Vice President of the Board, Director of Operations, Head Coach 2022 and 2024 Team. 

What High School did you Attend/Play at: Pinkerton Academy 

What College did you Attend/Play at: New Hampshire College I was a down Low 

Defenseman. I also Coached at Southern New Hampshire University for 13 years. 

What do you enjoy off the lacrosse field: I am an avid Sportsman who enjoys 

Hunting/Fishing/Camping. Prior to having my family I really enjoyed Bow Hunting. My 

time in the woods was a great chance for me to have time by myself and enjoy what has 

been provided for us. I also really enjoy reading. Books about history are typically a big 

hit for me. 

What is your Full Time Job: Believe it or not, I do have an actual job to attempt to pay 

bills. I work as a Technologist for a small company that is a go between Special 

Operations Forces and Engineers. My background and time at 1st Ranger Bn. allowed me 

to keep supporting my country and do one of the other things I love, support the 

warfighter. 

Why do you enjoy coaching: I love coaching because it allows me the opportunity to 

work with Young Athletes in a very spiritual sport. Lacrosse has deep roots, and the 

game forces young men to be not only athletic, but solve problems in a very dynamic 

environment. I had an old crusty squad leader ask me what leadership and legacy meant 

to me. After bumbling for a book answer he gave me something that I still live by today. 

In my opinion, Leadership is providing purpose, motivation and direction so that the 

people you work with get better and rise to heights you could never attain. This leads 

right in to his definition of a legacy. A legacy is not what you do with the name tape on 

the front of your uniform. It is what the others that were around you take what you left 

them with and can lead and make others better than them, eventually society gets better 

because of the people that were around you. Coaching is special to me because it allows 

me to help young men develop and do things that I could never dream were possible. 

What people would never believe about you: I am an avid explorer and part of that is a 

burning desire to find Bigfoot. I have recently filed paperwork to start the New 

Hampshire Chapter of Bigfoot Field Researchers Organization (BFRONH). This 

mythical creature does exist and I believe that my beard and I can find it! 


